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      20439 Fill out same data during As-Of inserts that is filled out
for open invoices
(address info etc..)

 

Fill out address fields when adding back invoice during
as-of logic;

Accounts Receivable
AR Aging Report

UI / Usability

      20402 Create new screen that allows user to print range of
BOLs.

Create new Print BOL screen to allow print of range of
BOLs

Bill of Lading
Bill of Lading Print

Enhancement

      20418 Add second Desc field with Hazmat fields formated as
UNNO,PSN,HCLASS,PG,LABEL.
Field is named LDESC.

Add new field to BOL and PrintBOL screens to hold
HazMat data if line is flagged as Hazmat Field is LDESC;

Bill of Lading
Print BOL Hazmat

Enhancement

      20432 BOM5DEC setup option allows input of 5 decimal
places, but program only saves/displays four.

Underlining field is money (4 dec places) in bomlist table.

Create query to change to dec(18.5) field.

Change eqty to 18,5 also.

Verify 5 dec places saved

Bill of Lading
Bill of Material

UI / Usability

      20430 Change sort order in both sections to match each other. Add option to sort by serial (sort both ins and outs)

Default to this option

Coil Tracking/Processing
Modification Processor Report

Enhancement

      20431 Set cursor to top of grid (first row instead of last row)
when searching.

Return to top of Input table after setting filters for searchCoil Tracking/Processing
Modification Processor

Enhancement

      20434 If processing coils, and input coil has different unit than
output coil (painting coils for example, where the part
number changes), break the cwunit factor, and swap the
qty and cwqty during the item code swap logic.

Add logic to break CWFactor if new item has different unit
than orig item and new item is a coil.  Set cwfact to zero,
swap out cwunit with correct new one, and swap qty and
cwqty.

Coil Tracking/Processing
Modification Processor

Enhancement
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Remove all refs to POCOILLBS
;

      20437 Add Bin column to lower grid. Field is searchable. Field
should default to probin of warehouse. Field should
auto-switch to probin when warehouse is changed. Field
should default to PUTAWAY if USEBINS is turned off or
if probin is blank on OHF.

Add Bin Field to out grid.  Default to PROBIN if one,
otherwise default to PUTAWAY

Allow changing in grid.

Change on item change in lower grid

Coil Tracking/Processing
Modification Processor

Enhancement

      20447 Create tool to allow editing of items in modbucket table 
(Non stock receipts marked with Mod flag)
Receiving a Pos and Neg will leave both in table.

Create new screen to allow edit of modbucket items
(Non_stock receipt lines with Mod attribute)

Coil Tracking/Processing
Modification Processor

UI / Usability

      20449 Add option to Mod Processor Report to generate output
in format that shows direct outputs from inputs.

Add field to Modlogd to tie inputs to outputs.

Add option on Mod Processs report to print in
Inout->Output groups using new field to link.
;

Coil Tracking/Processing
Modification Processor Report

Enhancement

      20413 Add 'Validate to Text File' option on Profile Import
(importprofile).

Add Validate to txt file option.;Import/Export Manager
Profile Import

Enhancement

      20450 Email is not imported  (some mapping tables have
email1). Add new MakeMapping Table logic.

Add BuildMap logic, export template buttons;Import/Export Manager
Import Customers

Minor Bug

      20412 Add logic to Sales Order and Purchase Order item
description fields that allows user to search by the
alternate description.

';' to be used as character to force search of alt
description.

Add new Alt Desc search to PO and SO screen, start
description with ; to trigger.

Item Control (Inventory)
Alternate Description

Enhancement
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      20425 Change logic to remove cross group lookup logic. Remove logic that uses other unit group unit factors.

If convert cannot be done in same group, convert will fail

Item Control (Inventory)
Unit Logic

Enhancement

      20429 Save Grid Settings on Save. save Grid settings on save;Item Control (Inventory)
OnOrder/Allocate Screen

UI / Usability

      20446 Add button to recalc the cost adjust for all lines to aid in
selecting lines to recount.
Change sort order for cost adjust column to be numeric
instead of alpha-numeric.

Add recalc button to Completed tab to recalc Cost Adjust
without having to select all items.

Change CostAdj sort to be just costadj as numeric value
instead of string or costadj + item;

Item Control (Inventory)
Cycle Count

Enhancement

      20428 Change newship logic to load all freight lines if shipping
multiple so's

Change newship logic to ask to close all SO's if shipping
multiple so's

Change Newship logic on LoadSE to load all FRT lines,
and close all SOs;

Logistics (Shipping Events)
SE Load

Enhancement

      20445 Change to allow Make SE button to work using transfer
items  (only works with SO Lines right now)

Change SELOAD screen to allow Create of NEW SE using
transfer items.  
Change SE screen to move selected Transfer items to new
SE (change SEN on setrans record);

Logistics (Shipping Events)
SE Load Screen

Enhancement

      20416 Change inbox reader to have option to read second
mailbox and process as vouchers only  (save
attachments to voucher folder).

 

Add logic to inbox reader to process second email address
for vouchers if setup (lines added to end of inboxtext.txt to
define second email box;

Mail Reader
Voucher Reader

Enhancement

      20440 Add option to setup Export field list for RawXLS dump 
(xlsdetails)

 

Add button to put up screen to allow users to select fields
to export as RAW; Add logic to allow two sets of exports, a
default for all users, and a user default.

Use the all user default if a user default does not exist.

Add a checkbox on the message control screen to 

Message Control
Message Control

Enhancement
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allow selection of user or default;

      20424 CID option to not allow save is list price is zero. Add CID setup option to not allow line save if listprice is
zero and item is in PriceGroup = NETSTEEL

Cid option is SONOLISTZERO;

Order Entry
Sales Order

Enhancement

      20444 Do not change price back to zero based on getprice
return.
If price is changed to non zero value, and getprice wants
to reset to zero (no list/group/contract etc..), don't
update price, leave at entered price.

 

If return from getprice is zero, do not reset price value,
leave current price;

Order Entry
Sales Order Pricing

Enhancement

      20278 Add new report that shows:

- Customer, Work Order number, Completion Date, Item
Code, Item Description, Assembly Qty, Pending Qty,
Unit Cost, Total Cost.  Include all fields in woh in cursor.

Filters are:
- Plant, Start & End Completion Date, Custno/Company,
Item, Description, Class, Commodity Code, Price Group,
PWO#

Add new report that shows:

- Customer, Work Order number, Completion Date, Item
Code, Item Description, Assembly Qty, Pending Qty, Unit
Cost, Total Cost.  Include all fields in woh in cursor.

Filters are:
- Plant, Start & End Completion Date, Custno/Company,
Item, Description, Class, Commodity Code, Price Group,
PWO#; Add Units to report.  Only show items with
qtyassem<>0;

Production
Production Assembly Summary

New Feature

      20396 Create detailed version of production assembly report
(ECR 20278) that shows inputs assigned in each
assembly.

Add detail option to PWO List report;Production
Production Assembly Report

Enhancement

      20407 Add setup option (PWOAUTOCONSIGN) that allows
assignments of non S/L inventory from a consignment
warehouse on the All Non S/L Inv tab.

If not enough inventory exists in the production plant
warehouse, then look for consignment inventory (OHF
record with consignment = 'y') and assign from that
warehouse instead.

Look at current logic, email Tim with some questions; Add
PWOAUTOCONSIG CID option, if enabled, try to use
consig items if not enough from correct owner avail.

;

Production
PWO - Auto-Assign Inventory

Enhancement
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If more than one consignment OHF record exists, then
pop up a window that allows the user to select which
warehouse to assign from.

      20421 Change COILPROD logic to load Gauge and color for
all items with profile records if COILPROD is enabled.

Change logic to load color and gauge for all profile items,
not just coils if COILPROD is enabled

Production
Submit to Production (Coil
Production)

Enhancement

      20436 Change S2P logic to add new work order if existing work
order that line item would be added to is already
complete.

Add check for completed work order when checking for
existing work orders (don't allow adding to completed work
orders);

Production
Submit to Production

Enhancement

      20442 Add option to S2P screen to force specific lines onto
their own work order (one line per work order; doesn't
allow custom grouping of several lines onto a single
work order).

Add Sep PWO checkbox to S2P grid.  Items with box
checked will be moved to a different work order;

Production
Submit to Production

Enhancement

      20443 Change Contract filter to display contracts that are
active. Remove filter on date range.

remove date logic, and filter for active = 'y'Time Billing
Approve/Edit Billing

Enhancement

      20438 Trying to add Labor line to SvrOrd, get a Only One
solution code message if the SvrOrd had a different
solution code line that was deleted  (the delete does not
remove the phantom).

Change logic to not look for phantom lines (they will be
deleted during the next reprice run);

Time and Materials
Solution Codes

Minor Bug

      20408 Add logic to bin filter to allow a cycle count of multiple
and/or a range bins.

Add this note below the filter:

'Enter bin numbers and or bin ranges separated by
commas. Use a colon for a range. For example:
100,103,105:108.'

Add new logic to allow bin to be a list and/or a rangeWarehouse Managment System
Cycle Count

Enhancement
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